
No. 15. INFRARED SPECTRA OF STARS AND PLANETS,
I: PHOTOMETRY OF THE INFRARED SPECTRUM OF VENUS, 1-2.5 MICRONS

by Gerard P. Kuiper
October 26, 1962

1. Introduction

TlHE spectrum of Venus beyond the photographicrange has been investigated with resolutions of
about 250 up to 1.8/* (Kuiper, 1948), 80 up to 2.5/*
(Kuiper, 1947), and about 30 for the range 8-14/*
(Sinton, 1962). Recently Gebbie, Delbouille, and
Roland (1962) recorded the region 1.2-2.5/* with
an interferometer and obtained a spectral resolution
similar to that used by Kuiper. Some inconsistencies
are apparent between these provisional interferom
eter results and the earlier direct tracings.

From time to time during the past decade, the
writer had attempted to improve on his 1948 results
with the prism spectrometer, but no distinct progress
was made until a grating spectrometer was built
which allowed increased resolution without undue
loss of light. This new instrument is described in
No. 16 of these Communications. With it, the Venus
spectrum in the region 1.0-2.5/* has been recorded
in two series, one obtained with the 36-inch telescope
of the Kitt Peak National Observatory in June 1962
(resolutions about 700 and 250), and one with the
82-inch telescope of the McDonald Observatory in
August 1962 (resolutions about 1500 and 800).
The Kitt Peak series was supplemented with match
ing solar comparison runs, so that fairly precise pho
tometric determinations of the Venus absorptions
could be made. The McDonald series was calibrated
with lunar spectra for the regions 1.2-1.4//. and
1.9-2.5/*, and stellar spectra for the remaining
regions; these spectra by their nature do not have
the highest precision for defining the continuous
spectrum. Solar spectra obtained in Tucson are to
be added later as supplementary comparison stand

ards. The wavelengths of the telluric absorptions
were taken from the McMath-Hulbert Observatory
Atlas (1950).

The spectral records reproduced are photometric
since the intensity scales are known to be strictly
linear. The absorption depths and equivalent widths
can therefore be taken directly from the spectra.

Nearly forty absorption bands were found in the
Venus spectrum between 1.0-2.5/*. All of these
without exception could be attributed to COo. A
survey of possible C02 bands showed that all bands
up to a certain intensity that should be present in
the Venus spectrum are indeed present. Several
bands of the heavy carbon isotope ,3C02 have been
identified as well as a number of "hot" bands of
12C02. Some weaker features shown in both the lab
oratory spectra and Venus and apparently due to
C02 have been left unidentified. One fairly strong
band, at \ = 2.15/*, appeared to be outside the
scheme of permitted transitions of 12C02, and is at
tributed, not to the 2v3 band of 12C160160, which is
forbidden, but to its heavy-oxygen, lsO, isotopic
companion, 12C180160, which is permitted. Because
the principal band is forbidden the isotopic band can
be observed with unusual freedom from interference.

2. The Kitt Peak Spectra

The original records obtained, with wavelength
marks added, are reproduced photographically in
Figures 1-6 (the only record omitted is the solar
comparison for 1.0-1.35/*, used in Figure 1, full
reproduction of which seemed unnecessary).

The resolution of the spectra is not the same for
the two intervals 1.0-1.8/* and 1.9-2.5/*. In each
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